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AASU Seeks New President
By BJ English

Sema Yildirim-Long and Ed
ward Milton attend annual stu
dent symposium in Washing 
ton D.C. For story, se e page
14 of this issue.

SGA Election
results are in....
Pres: Johnny Walker
Vice Pres: Joey Trinh
Sec: Merilee Cox
Treas: Lynette Ferguson

Check out our
centerfold photos!
What is it?

The first person to correctly guess
that last week's photo was a picture
ofthe Pirate Mascot's eye,was Brian
Covington. Kelly Thompson's name
was cho sen from over 15 correct
entries to win the free movie tickets
to Regal Theaters.
Drop yo ur guesses f or this week's
mystery photo by the Inkwell office
in the MCC or drop guesses in our
hox in the Student Activities Office
hy April 29 to become eligible for
this week's drawing,
iint: look down to find this one.

For seventeen years, Presi
dent Robert Burnett has served
AASU faithfully, but now he
says it's time for retirement.
Faculty were surprised by
the announcement made public
on Wednesday, April 7th. Many
felt Burnett would want to stay to
see the new growth of the cam
pus completed, but Burnett says
he has taken the college to the
level it is now and it's time for
someone else to take the initiative.
He and wife Mary, who
works part time with Conven
tion Consultants entertaining
guests visiting the city of Savan
nah, decided they wanted to
spend more time with their chil
dren and grandchildren, as well
as enjoy hobbies that neither
have had time for. Mary will
continue to work part time, but
both of them are taking a month
off in June to travel with their
daughters and grandchildren to
Australia and New Zealand.
Burnett says that he would
like to spend more time on his
hobbies, working on the com
puter, playing Bridge and the pi
ano, looking up genealogical in
formation on the family, research
ing information in his major (his
tory), and adds his wife, fishing.
Burnett says that faculty and
staff can expect to see him
around campus after his retire
ment, doing research in the li
brary and working out in the
gym. Burnett jokes that it will
be nice to spend some time with
people on the other side of the
campus away from the admin
istration building.
Burnett says that the faculty
expressed surprise that he is
planning on retiring before the
year 2000, and it's not that he's
afraid that the Y2K bug will throw
AASU in a panic, though he ad
mits he's going to wait until after
January 2000 to purchase his own
computer for home

The faculty was also a bit
surprise that Vice President But
ler would not be seeking the po
sition of Presidency of the Uni
versity, though he will act as Presi
dent while a search for a new
president is being conducted.
Sara Connor, the Associate

Vice President of Academic Af
fairs will act as Vice President of
the University in Butler's place.
Burnett says that whoever
his successor is, he or she should
not have to worry about the cur
rent structure of the school as
most of the departments on cam

pus are running smoothly on
their own, and there is a lot of
team support.
Burnett states that there will
be a lot of room for growth, with
the new technologies program
and the new science building
planned for the very new future.

Employees Have Long History withAASU
David Seckinger
Journalism 4000
A man or woman who
works for the same company
for twenty years is like a dia
mond, both rare and valuable.
Ray Lopez, Alphonso Small,
and Brenda White have each
been faithful employees with
Armstrong Atlantic State Uni
versity for at least twenty years;
however, most students don't
know who they are because
they aren't teachers. Most
people in colleges focus on aca
demics, so "behind the scenes"
Brenda White
employees often go unnoticed.
However, these overlooked keepers, office staff: all of these form essential tasks, they're
workers are essential for the jobs keep Armstrong functioning, also dedicated employees.
Not only do workers such as Armstrong's past is their past.
campus to run smoothly. Build
ing maintenance, grounds- Lopez, Small, and White per-

Continued on Page 4
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I apologize if the informa
and made fun of, pay money and
tion
presented seemed bias in
go to a comedy club. The com
mon area of school is no place any way but the details given in
my article were from the words
for
a racist comedian.
Dear Editor,
No one, white or black, of those parties involved. I sim
The recent letter to you by should be the butt of jokes, or ply could not interview every
Sarah Dudley (Comedian Deliv made to feel uncomfortable in one in the audience to compare
ers Punch line in a Different Way their own school. Regardless of and contrast their feelings on the
- April 9,1999), seemed to paint how many Jr. High School kids event. What I did do was give
a picture characterizing Mr. are in the room, the base should the opinions of those witnesses
Harper as a racist. Nothing could not be our standard. We should I did interview. I do not condone
be further from the troth. As an all strive for harmony, not the nor condemn Shang for his idea
eye witness to the aforemen divisive rhetoric of racists like of comedy but I do feel both
sides had an absolute right to be
tioned incident, I can honestly Mr. Forbes.
Yes, he was racist in his heard.
say that the comedian's behav
Note: After the show, I in
ior was totally out of the bounds comments and is not welcome
terviewed
Shang and he apolo
here.
I
speak
for
the
majority,
for proper student relations. The
gized
to
anyone
he offended,
and
I
know
I
am
not
alone.
purpose of a comedian on cam
including
Mr.
Harper.
He also
pus should be for the improve
added that he was under a great
Sean McLaughlin
ment of the campus atmosphere
deal of stress in trying to per
for all. To make anyone feel un
form in such an unusual setting
comfortable in their own school
Author's
Response
[cafeteria with people walking
is wrong, and that was the point
by with food trays, walking past
of Mr. Harper's protest.
I would like to respond to the stage, engaging in conversa
The fact that the comedian
was black is irrelevant. Ms. Sean McLaughlin's Letter to the tions, etc. which upset his train
Dudley is incorrect in her obser Editor concerning the recent ar of thought and made him ner
vations that there were "racial ticle I wrote for the Inkwell (Co vous].
Sarah Dudley
undertones". The overt threaten median Delivers Punchline in a
Different
Way).
My
intentions
ing remarks and jokes that "Sa
vannah is full of racists" [pre for that article were to present a
sented by the comedian] were very fair and unbiased account
Water, water everywhere
uncalled for. The sad fact is that of the events that took place
our student funds paid for that when comedian Shang Forbes and not a drop to drink?
jerk to try to stir the otherwise visited AASU recently. In re
Dear Editor,
peaceful campus into a racial sponse to Mr. McLaughlin's
debate. Mr. Forbes jokes were comment that I "painted Mr.
This school is weird enough
quite funny to the impression Harper as a racist," let me first
with men's bathrooms upstairs
able black Jr. High School stu remind him that my article
and
women's downstairs, but to
dents who were the majority of clearly states that eyewitnesses
make
matters worse, when they
the audience. However, the tu interviewed felt that there were
redid the bathrooms in the MCC
ition paying students did not feel "strong racial undertones" to
and
swapped the men's bath
comfortable in their own cafete what happened. Those were
room
with the women's, they
ria. Our campus is a very diverse never my "observations," Also,
took
away
the water fountain
one, and jokes about the tragic while it is true that Mr. Forbes
and never put it back.
victim of the Jasper Texas inci offended some students with his
Perhaps this is some ploy of
dent have no place in our caf remarks, it is a known fact that
the
cafeteria
to force people to
eteria. That man made light of a comedian's do sometimes make
buy
water
from
them, but since
horrible incident. We can be fun of people in their audience.
Mr. McLaughlin also states they are always closed whenever
thankful that not all people are
that he "speaks for the silent we are thirsty, I doubt this makes
as ignorant as Mr. Forbes.
Why is it that it is consid majority," however every eye for good business.
It sure would be nice if
ered cool to threaten a person witness interviewed felt that
with violence if that person is Shang was unfairly received. I someone replaced the water
cooler and while they are at it,
white? We all know that if there agree with Mr. McLaughlin that
had been a white comedian mak no one should be made to feel replaced the sign that marked the
ing these juvenile cracks and uncomfortable in their own men's bathroom so returning fe
jokes, that the offended students school and I too applaud Mr. male students to AASU, didn't
would be considered heroes. Mr. Harper for his decency and mo walk in while the men are peeing
and wonder why they had their
Harper should be commended rality. After interviewing the
for his guts. He stood up for de parties involved, I saw both backs turned towards those new
cency even when he knew the sides had valid points to their fangled low rise European styled
sinks....
majority of the crowd would jeer opinions. I then wrote an article
him. I applaud him. I was there which presented the events in a
A thirsty and embarrassed
(I was the one in fatigues. I left factual and fair manner. My
continuing
education student.
after Mr. Forbes started pointing opinion is that Mr. Harper had a
his jabs at me). I left before 1was right to voice his opinion every
put in t he position of confront bit as much as .Shang had the
ing this racrst jerk. My point is right-to" present'his idea-of com-

Student Responds to ar
ticle on "racist" comedian
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Don't Forget,
Mother's Day is
May 9th!

Rrmstrong Rtlantic
State Uniuersity
11935 Rbercorn Street
Sauannah, Gfl 31 419
(912) 927-5351
FRH 92 1-5497
e-mail:inkuiell@
mailgate.armstrong.edu
BJ En glish
Managing Editor
Christy Nolin
Assistant Editor

(NAPSA)—Visit the Web at
www.asla.org for a free screensaver of memorable landscapes,
available as part of the American
Society of Landscape Architects'
centennial celebration.

Angela Strickland
Rduertising Manager
Sarah Dudley
Typesetter

Staff Writers
Radha Narayanan
Dauid Seckinger

Photos by
Desmal Purcell
Derek Dauis
To learn more about the
Microsoft Senior Initiative, which
helps seniors keep pace with the
benefits offered by today's technol
ogy you can visit the website at
www.microsoft.com/seniors.
For a free copy of IBM's Small
Office Solutions Toolkit, a complete
how-to-kit that can help small
business owners use technology
and the Internet to grow their com
panies, visit www.ibm.com/busi
nesscenter.
Information about economical,
healthy powdered infant formula
may be seen at www.babymil.com.
To le arn how KeySpan Energy,
the KeySpan Foundation and
Junior Achievement of New York
are supporting America's youth
visit www.jany.org.
Having the right tool for the
right job is critical, particularly
when it comes to trimming your
lawn. Get the low down on trim
mers from Husqvarna Forest and
Garden Co. at ww.husqvarna.com.
Information about small busi
ness software, may be found by
calling (800) 441-7234 or visit the
website at www.symantec.com at
the small business solutions cen
ter. Versions of software programs
may be downloaded at www.sy
mantec.com/trialware.

HI Harr is
aduisor
The Inkwell is published and distrib
uted bi-wtekly each semester: Cop
ies are available in distributionboxes
throughout the campus or canbe sub
scribed to by mail for $24 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments for improvement prov ided
that they are clearly written or typed All
letters submitted forpublication must be
signed and a phone number should be
provided for verification purposes.
Names will be withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes publicannouncements, press releases, etc.
Such information will be published
free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
The comments and opinionsex
pressed in this publication do not
necessarily express the opinions of
anyone other than the person who
has written them and are not to be
taken as a reflection upon the views
of the faculty, administrators, the
University System of Georgia orthe
Board of Regents.

Inkwell Editor Needed for
1999-2000 School Year
If you have an interest in putting together the school
paper, there's still time to apply for the Inkwell Editoi
position. If you have some skills in computer layout,
typing, writing, etc. we can train you, but you must
apply soon!
The editor's position pays $6 an hour to start, p lus
10% commission from ad sales. If you have worke
on a yearbook or newspaper staff before, you will u
given preference over those with no experience, u
feel free to apply in any event.
Applications, are available in the Student Activities
Office'fn MCC.'
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Clinton Administration Isn't Yearning From History
By Michael I. Kaplan, President sequent) administrations This ation
In the end reconciliation
AASU Honors Program
brings us lo .he secon^Ly fa"
tor regarding American fn ^ W°A °Ut' retribution was set"
3,0ng"term Peace (al- - .... v.w.u policy. The second kev facr8" k r
t
ed
ra
1,e
War, the Un ited States finds it- that the resolution Cr.r
T'!
S at times) was finally
self in a different style of global and conXmentlof
K
'Th"°"«Pts rein-

JT

come home safely. Thirty years
later they are still there, fighting and dying. The fourth and
final point to make is the distincUon between unseen posiiive

coffin, and in » much differ- ihese ethnic conflicis is ,legiri-

dtaeXTop^seT^e EST" ***"* ****
in foreign policy, a dislueu
tates
has
s
de
ste
ed
major actor in these conflicts as the United°States The oil em' ^'.
^
' " PP
tmction that the Clinton AdminJ only remaining "superion has failed miserably a,
power."
raeli War in 1<m !l f
' g The HagUe Tnbunal for War makinS- These failures tend to
etreat Crimes publicly, but not ac- undermine the ability of the adThese conflicts whether that w
A ' T
He, occur in Somalia, Rwanda,
the Middle East, Yugoslavia. Ireland 0, Bosnia all have a common denominator, they are conflicts fought among ethnic
groups, c onflicts steeped in a
long history of ethnic hatreds,
With the fall of the former Soviet Union, these conflicts can
no lo nger be repressed, and the
Lnited States has found its role
as a global "peacekeeper."
There are four key points of
fact regarding foreign policy initiatives, measuring the administrations' current initiatives in
Bosnia, Irela nd and the Middle
East, that the Clinton Administration would be wise to heed,
The first key factor is that as we
approach the 21 st century it ap
pears in creasingly this century
will not be a century of the "New
World Order," but rather a cen
tury of endemic ethnic-inspired
violence.
The American public and its
governmental representativeswith thou ghts of Somalia still
lingering in the m inds of manyare very pe ssimistic about U.S.
involvement in wars of this nature. The role of the U.S. military, and the absence of a Cold
War enemy, m akes military involvement a hard sell to Americans in general.
Picking the battles we wish
to be become involved in, then
handling the foreign diplomatic
efforts in those conflicts, will be
a difficult task for this (and sub-

Did You Know...
* That AASU has a huge web
site.
* That plans are being made
so that you can register via
the web for upcoming semes
ters.
* That to become involved,
you can go to AASU's home
page for a listing of all the
things happening on campus
during the semester.

mi"is'rall0n,o,!ffeclivel''medi"
supply b^Raq Vinvasi'ot of acmal^WhXand'
Kuwait are two primary ex- Clinton Administration learns ""Lion. 'SkLfoLx^e,
* That with an AASU pirates
amples. In these instances, U.S. this lesson-and realizes that the both the PLO'sYassir Arafat and account you have access to
military intervention was justi- loss of an image of impartiality the IRA's Gerry Adams as ex- 10 Megs of FREE space for
fied. However, once we make and neutrality, combined with amples of error. While both your very own web site that
the commitment to become in- the restriction of the expansion were (in deed) working to secure is indexed for web surfers to
volved in these regional ethnic of political objectives above and peaceful resolutions between get access to.
conflicts, how we proceed to re- beyond what a peacekeeping ethnically warring factions,
solve them is equally important force could reasonably be ex- Clinton's foreign policy negotiato our decision of getting in- pected to achieve-its role as a tors demanded that both publicly
volved in the first place. In this superpower mediator" will be denounce the very groups they
light, the Clinton Administrat- greatly enhanced. Further ben- were trying to mediate for, putOr do you? That's
ion's foreign policy objectives- efits to learning this lesson ting both parties in "impossible
and its tactics for resolution- would be the reduction of "mis- positions" and further dividing
okay. Sign up for one
come under some serious scru- sion creep" (expanding the mis- the parties involved in t he contoday!
tiny. As the "global policeman," sion beyond planned limits af- flict. These unrealistic and unIt's quick, easy
who do we hold accountable for ter the troops are engaged in productive demands made by
and best of all,
the crimes that are committed by conflict), and developing the fhe mediator (the U.S.) underaggressor nations? The third key ability to maintain a clear "exit mine the very foreign policy
IT'S FREE!!!
factor is that the conflict be strategy" (when do we leave?), objectives we hope to promote.
Just stop by the
tween prosecuting war criminals Our troops in Bosnia were sup- In 1999, with war raging in YuAcademic Computer
and reconciling former combat posed to be deployed there for goslavia, and ethnically-inspired
ants is a key dilemma confront one year; four years later, they conflicts emerging all over the
Lab and fill out a
ing the United States and its for are still on the ground and the globe, if the United States
request form which
eign policy. Comparisons can outbreak of ethnic violence is chooses to be the global mediatakes about 30 seconds
be drawn between post-Civil almost immanent once they tor of ethnic civil wars, I sugWar America and the actions of leave. Similarly, our "air-strikes gest it research its own U.S. to do, then just Stop by
the Clinton Administration in only" strategy for Yugoslavia Civil War, recount the lessons
after 10 a.m. the next
Bosnia. After the U.S. Civil will undoubtedly expand to the learned and apply them to its
morning to pick it up.
War, the North realized that use of ground forces, resulting foreign policy. Our history is
Don't wait. Get one
prosecuting a resistant South in U.S. casualties (we already replete with examples of foreign
today!
(with one or two notable excep- have three servicemen listed as policy initiatives that have ended
tions) would do nothing to rec- POWs). Of course, the "doom in failure, many more than we
Or Call CIS for more
oncile the conflict itself. Simi- and gloom" aspects of this ar- need to study or care to rememinformation at
larly, the rebels in El Salvador tide aren't inevitable. However, ber. But remember we must. It's
927 - 5392.
during their civil war in the I would point to a similar situa- time to create a series of foreign
1990's realized the same thing tion-a "lesson of history lost" for policy successes for our future
regarding the governments mili- the Clinton Administration-suf- students of history and political
Diamond Wedding
tary and police units. In both fered by the British. In August science to study-lessons in forRing Set for Sale! Call
these cases, the warring parties of 1969, British forces were de- eign policy that our uture
354-1188 for details.
had a politically painful choice ployed to Northern Ireland to policy-makers will be proud to
to make: retribution or reconcili- quickly quell a few riots, then emulate.

You've Got
Mail!

Student Opinion: As if we didn't have enough to worry about: now moie tests foi giaduating seniois.
One would think that if
you managed to get through
college with a 2.8 GPA or better, that would be proof enough
that you had earned that costly
degree but that doesn't seem
to be enough anymore, as
graduating seniors were just
recently in formed.
Now not only do you have
So take a departmental exam,

and possibly the GRE (which is
required if you want to get into
most graduate schools), you now
have to take a test monickered
"The Academic Profile".
Pardon me, but isn't that just
a fancy name for a college transcript? And, pardon me again,
but just exactly who is this Faculty Assessment Committee
who chose this exam that ALL

graduate students must now take
starting in Decembei.
How nice of them to offer
the exam FREE OF CHARGE.
After shelling out a whopping
$100 for the GRE, I suppose we
should be grateful.
Excuse me for being rude,
but if I passed the Regents Exam
and all my classes with a 2.0 or
above, then why can't I claim

exemption? (Or would I have to
take a CLEP test to get out of
jt?)
Sigh, half the people I know
now> show up for the departmental exam, sign their name and
leave. They know it is more of a
test to grade the teacher's ability t0 teach than their ability to
ieam, so why not test the teachers and ieave the overtaxed stu

dents alone.
I can see where it looks
bad if AASU students leave
here with a 3.6 average and
can't convert a fraction into a
percentage, or correct a run-on
sentence, but give me a break.
That's poor planning by the
school system, not the student.
Why make us suffer for their
mistakes?
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changing technology can, in it
AASU employees continued people like their work. Ray uses teaches 4th grade at Thunderbolt
With parent-like appreciation,
they' ve watched the college grow,
and they continue to serve
Armstrong with years of handson experience. In a college, where
the names and faces ofstudents and
even facultychange constandy over
the years, it is good to know that
some people find a home.
Ray Lopez started as an elec
trician with Armstrong in 1976.
Since his early days, Ray has
been involved in the construc
tion and maintenance of the
Health Professions Building,
University Hall, and the college
dormitories. Mr. Lopez says the
biggest, most obvious change at
Armstrong
is its growth. Campus police,
faculty, and student body have
all increased, and the Plant Op
erations department has grown,
too. When Ray first started, he
did everything: electrical,
plumbing, maintenance, and car
pentry. Now, because the college
has more employees, job duties
have become more specific. Ray

Ray Lopez
is happy with campus improve
ments. The college now has uni
forms for its employees, quality
ground tools, and even a com
pany Christmas party. "We
didn't have those things when I
first got here." says Ray. These
small elements provide many of
Armstrong's employees with a
sense of unity.
It's a team effort. "They're all
good people," says Ray, "when
we get together we all laugh and
joke. The people here now are
all young people. They'll be here
a while." Ray says the positive
working atmosphere is because

the floral displays on campus as
an example. He says there are
only two women, Janis
and Donna, who plant all
those flowers in the
ground. Ray provides the
Plant Operations depart
ment with two decades of
experience. Mr. Lopez
knows things about the
college that nobody else
could because of his 23
years here. "When it's
your job to have things
working, the more you
do, the more you know."
Two of Mr. Lopez's
children have graduated
from Armstrong as Com
puter Science majors and
now have good jobs,
working for MCI in At
lanta and Colorado. Ray
celebrated a birthday in
March, but in spite of working
for 23 years, he isn't ready to
leave Armstrong.
Alphonso Small (a.k.a. The
Fonz) is a quiet but friendly em
ployee who has been with
Armstrong for 22 years.
He started on the clean
ing crew and performed
that service for 15 years.
Now he works as a
groundskeeper. He keeps
the campus parking lots
clean and assists with
many landscaping jobs.
Like many long-time em
ployees on campus,
Alphonso says the num
ber one change at
Armstrong has been its
growth, and he is content
with his role here at
Armstrong. "I've seen a
lot of people come and
go," says Alphonso, "I'm
glad I'm still here."
Mr. Small says his
fellow employees are good
people. He sums up the attitude
of the staff with one word: unity.
Alphonso says the workers keep
things fun. He is particularly
fond of birthdays because, he
states, someone always bakes a
cake. Mr. Small's "Armstiong
family" includes his wife,
Beverly. The two met while she
was a student here. Alphonso
was working when he noticed
her leaving a class, and he asked
her out on a date. "Our first meal
was in the Armstrong Cafeteria,"
jokes Alphonso. The two tied the
knot a year later. She now

Know Before
You Go

Elementary School, and they self, be ajob.
White takes pride in her
have been married for ten years.
(NAPSA)—If ever you think of
years of service at Armstrong.
taking a job in a different city,
She has made many lasting
knowing where to look on the
Internet can help you figure out
friendships during her years
how much it will cost to live there.
with Armstrong. She says her
supervisor, Dr. Streater, is the
reason she stayed with the col
lege so long. She was the first
ever Employee of the Quarter
when Armstrong adopted the
event in 1980. She has been
married for 42 years, and her
son, Robert, graduated from
Should you take the job and
relocate? Check the Internet to
Armstrong with a bachelor's
help calculate potential cost-ofdegree in Psychology, went on
living expenses.
to get his master's, and is suc
At one useful site, wwui.home
fair.com, you can calculate your
cessful and doing well.
salary by comparing cost-of-living
There are only a handful of
differences between hundreds of
U.S. and international cities. The
employees who have worked
site offers home-buying tips, mov
for Armstrong for twenty
ing-expense estimates, insurance
help, mortgages and even home
years. These people have
listings online.
given the college their time,
With the click of a mouse you
can peruse information on 82,209
Alphonso Small
their effort, and a good part of
schools, neighborhood demograph
their lives. At the same time,
ics, crime statistics—and even
engage the assistance of an inter
Brenda White is the senior sec Armstrong has become an im
active move-planning calendar
retary in the Health Science de portant part of their lives. Often,
that sends you e-mail reminders
of important tasks.
partment. She admits that she jobs become synonymous with
"The average person who is
won't have 20 years with the people who work them when
moving has 70 tasks to accomplish
in 60 days, from selling a house to
Armstrong until this July, and the people have put in the count
transferring medical records,"
she plans on retiring a few less hours, dealt with the numer
says Richard Ganley, president of
Homefair.com. "That's a lot of
months after, in September. ous changes, and watched stu
pressure, even if it is a great job
Brenda says all the people she dents, faculty, co-workers and
opportunity."
With 20 percent of the popula
knows are retiring now, and the even friends come and go.
tion relocating annually, the free
campus jobs are being filled Armstrong's "long-timers" are a
services available through www.
homefair.com and the Salary Cal
with young people.
part of its foundation, and a part
culator can be extremely useful
"When I started with Dr. of its history too. But most im
tools for people on the go.
"Even if you're not moving this
Streater, there were two people," portantly, employees such as
year, chances are you will be mov
says White, "but now there's Lopez, Small, White, and others
ing some time in the next five
years," says Ganley. "We recom 
seven full-time faculty, a student are an active part of Armstrong's
mend you bookmark the site so it's
worker, and a part-time em present and its future.
easy to find when you need it."
ployee."
White looks forward to re
tirement. She jokes that her first
AASU NSSLHA Chapter invites you
priority after leaving Armstrong
to Celebrate Better Hearing and
will be to "clean house." She
says that friends have warned
Speech Month with the Second
her that she might get bored, but
Annual May Symposium
Brenda has already made plans
for the next stage of her life:
working part-time doing medical
Fluency Workshop
transcriptions and spending time
Personalized Fluency Control Therapy:
with her 6-year-old grandson.
Strategies for Fluency Assessment and Treatment in the
Public Schools
Changes have been a big part
of White's career at Armstrong.
Tuesday, May 4,1999
She first worked in Continuing
University Hall, Room 158
Education and has also worked
in the Government Department
Cost
and the Graduate Office. She
The fee for the symposium is $65 per person. AASU Faculty
proudly states, "I've been all
and Students will be admitted at No Charge. Students
over the place."
should
bring student I.D. Professional Development Hours
The biggest change White
and Continuing Education Credits will be earned.
has seen at Armstrong is in tech
Continental Breakfast Provided Free of Charge.
nology. Computers replacing
typewriters and other similar
Sponsored bv
events have made her job both
Coastal Georgia Learning Resource Center, AASU Campus Union
Board, AASU Graduate Student Coordinating Council, AASU Dept. o f
easier and more difficult. She
Special Education, and AASU Chapter of National Student Speech
says that trying to stay on top of
Language Hearing Association.
- L ». # -. «... V L L ».
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To Your Health!
By Deirdre Seagraves, R.N.,
CEN Student,
RN Options Program

Oq@©MjQ
Hepatitis: What You Should Know
Pollution Fighters
(NAPSA)—During the past 28
years, air quality in the U.S. has
improved dramatically. To keep
the country on the road to
reduced pollution, drivers can
heed these hints:

Child Abuse: Prevention
and Recognition
Are you aware that an inci
dent of child abuse occurs ev
ery 30 minutes in Georgia? abuse from occurring, and to re
Child abuse and neglect are ma duce the consequences associ
jor threats to the well being of ated with abuse.
Programs directed at the
children around the world.
In 1997, over three million general public involve the use of
children were reported for child radio and television awareness
abuse and neglect to child pro campaigns targeting nonviolent
tective service agencies. In forms of discipline, parent edu
Georgia in 1995, there were cation programs, and how to re
77,640 child abuse reports. The port suspected child abuse. Pro
majority of the child abuse per grams directed at families with
petrators are biological parents higher risks focus their efforts
and half of the child abuse vic and resources on parent educa
tims are children under the age tion programs for teen mothers,
substance abuse treatment pro
of six.
Child abuse is defined as the grams, respite care for families
physical or mental injury, sexual who have children with special
abuse or exploitation, negligent needs, and family resource cen
treatment, or maltreatment of a ters. Programs directed at fami
child by a person who is respon lies where abuse and/or neglect
sible for the childs welfare. has already occurred emphasize
There are four classifications parent mentor programs, mental
used to monitor abuse rates: ne health services, and counseling.
The next phase of preven
glect, physical, emotional, and
sexual. Neglect has always ac tion is to ask yourself, What can
counted for the majority of cases I do to help? If you strongly sus
reported. However, physical, pect a child is being abused, re
emotional, and sexual abuse port it to the authorities. Volun
rates have doubled in the past 10 teer and contribute to child
abuse prevention agencies in
years.
There are common prob your community. Small steps
lems recognized among families can make a difference in the life
reported for abusive behavior, of a child.
Child abuse continues to
and the identification of these
grow
across our nation. Re
problems is a step toward pre
search
indicates that abuse vic
vention. Substance abuse is the
leading problem that contributes tims are six times more likely to
to child abuse. Poverty and eco abuse their own children and
nomic strain follow closely be others. The identification of
common problems and targeting
hind.
Two additional problems are families at higher risk for pre
parental capacity and skills and vention programs is a beginning
domestic violence. Prevention is part of the solution of this prob
the key to save children from lem. Prevention is everybodys
this nightmare. Community responsibility. April is National
groups, social service agencies, Child Abuse Prevention Month
and schools provide a range of in the United States. Take a
prevention programs that are minute and ask yourself, What
can I do to help?
open to the general public.
Prevention occurs at three
To Your Health! will feature
levels across the nation: directed
information
about your health.
at the general public, directed at
children and families known to Suggestions and comments
be at higher risk, and directed at should be sent to Dr. Camille
families where abuse has al Stern, Graduate Program in
ready occurred. The goals of Nursing (921-5721). E-mail:
these programs are to prevent camilk_stem@mailgateiin"nstrong£da

To reduce pollution, don't let
your car idle for more than a
minute or two if y ou're waiting at
a drive-through window or for a
drawbridge to come down.
• Keep your tires properly
inflated, balanced and rotated.
This will not only boost gas
mileage but extend the life of
your tires. Remember radial tires
produce less air pollution than do
bias-ply tires.
• Keep your car tuned, its fuel
filters clean and its emission con
trol working right.
• Consider car pooling. If 100
people who drive to work alone
paired up for two weeks a year,
they would save 75 pounds of
hydrocarbons, 30 pounds of ni
trous oxide, 550 pounds of carbon
monoxide and 500 gallons of
gasoline.
..

(NAPSA)—Hepatitis. The name
sounds scary enough, but the real
fear is that many people don't know
enough about this liver ailment to
protect themselves and others.
That may be because several
viruses—A, B, C—cause hepatitis.
If vou find the hepatitis alphabet
confusing, then the following run
down by the Hepatitis B Foun
dation may give you enough infor
mation to get a passing grade.
Hepatitis A
Hepatitis A strikes 150,000
Americans a year. The virus is
spread through contaminated food
and water.
Mild to severe flu-like symp
toms, and sometimes jaundice, may
occur, but people recover without
any risk of chronic disease.
No drug treatment is needed for
hepatitis A and most importantly,
there is a vaccine.
Hepatitis B
Hepatitis B is the world's most
common serious liver infection and
chronically infects 350 million peo
ple worldwide, which can lead to
cirrhosis and even liver cancer.
The virus is highly infectious
and is spread through blood, sex,
contaminated needles, and from an
infected mother to her newborn.
One out of 20 Americans have
been infected, and more than 1mil
lion have become chronic carriers.
It is called a "silent epidemic"
because most people who have
been infected may or may not expe
rience any symptoms.
There is no cure, but two FDA

approved drugs, Alpha Interferon
and Epivir HBV are available. The
good news is that there is also a
safe vaccine.
Hepatitis C
Hepatitis C is a growing health
threat, with almost 4 million
Americans infected with this
virus, and it can also lead to
chronic disease.
Hepatitis C is transmitted
through blood and contaminated
needles, but less commonly through
sex or from mother to newborn.
There is no cure, but there are
two FDA approved drugs, Alpha
Interferon and Riba-varin. How
ever, there is no vaccine to prevent
hepatitis C.
The Hepatitis B Foundation is a
tax-exempt, non-profit volunteer
organization, funded entirely
through charitable donations. For
free information, or if you wfjuld
like to offer a donation, please con
tact the Foundation at its Website
address, www.hepb.org, or call at
(215) 489-4900.

What To Do About Wounds
(NAPSA)—Medical science has
good news, bad news and better
news about cuts and wounds.
The good news is the vast
majority of wounds, cuts, surgical
incisions and the like heal nor
mally without complications. The
bad news is, because wounds are
such a common occurrence, many
people expect that they will heal
regardless of circumstances and
ignore them. The better news is
that you can often heal a wound
better and faster with a little
nurturing.
Heeding these wound care facts
and hints may help:
• Cleanse the wound carefully
with clean water. You can use a
mild soap but don't use anything
containing detergent. Even hy
drogen peroxide can kill the new
cells that help the wound close,
many medical experts believe.
Don't try to scrub the wound
clean. This can damage the
healthy tissues and slow the heal
ing process. Flush out the dirt or
debris in a fresh wound by run
ning lukewarm water over the
wound until it's clean. Of course,
if the wound is serious, see a
health care professional.
• Apply a first aid cream, if
appropriate. This can help to keep
the wound moist while it's ban
daged so the new cells move more
easily and the scarring may be
lessened. Research has suggested
that allowing a wound to scab over
can cause it to heal more slowly.
For serious wounds, health care
providers sometimes recommend
saline-soaked bandages.
• Once the wound is wrapped

Saving your skin: knowing the right way to take care of cuts and
wounds can help them heal faster and better.
_____
in a bandage, tape the bandage to
itself rather than to the skin. By
removing tape applied directly to
the skin you might tear skin
around the wound and damage the
healing process.
For people with diabetes, a
small injury or wound has the
potential to lead to more serious
conditions including infection,
hospitalization, deep ulcers and.
in some cases, amputation.
• Ask your health care profes
sional about recent advances
for treating wounds such as dia
betic foot ulcers. For example,
REGRANEX
(becaplermin) Gel
0.01% is an innovative therapy
used in conjunction with good
wound care to treat deep diabetic
neuropathic foot ulcers that have
adequate circulation. This pre
scription medicatiqn is the, first
to actively help promote tissue
growth within the wound.'This

easy-to-use topical gel has
advanced the way certain dia
betic foot ulcers are treated.
• Consult your health care pro
fessional before trying such new
therapies, as they may not be
appropriate for every one. For
example, REGRANEX Gel has not
been studied in superficial dia
betic foot ulcers. It is contraindicated in patients with known skin
cancers at the site of application
and should not be used on wounds
that are stitched or stapled. A
small percentage of patients
treated with REGRANEX Gel experi
ence rash near the wound.
REGRANEX Gel should not be used
by patients sensitive to any com
ponents of this product.
You can learn more about
REGRANEX GEL and good wo und
care, bty cqlling l-888;6-RFGRANEX
or visiting the REGRANEX Gel web
site at wmv.rcgranex.com.

a
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AASU Career Center Goes Online'
Students and Alumni Can
Search fo r Jobs 24 Hours a
Day, Seven Days a Week
Employers Target the "Best

v

& Brightest" Candidates in

the Market
'

The d ays of searching through
jobs posted on the Career bulle
tin boards are over! AASU has
teamed up with JOBTRAK Corporat.on (www.jobtrak.com),
one o f the nation s largest and
most popular o nline job listing
•l services, to provide students and
alumni the a bility to search for
jobs at any time from any where
in the world via the Internet.

J

associations JOBTRAK
(www.jobtrak.com) is one of the
largest and most popular career
sites on the Internet. Since 1987
over 325,000 employers have
utilized the service to target their
full and part-time job openings
to college students, MBAs and
alumni. The site is currently
processing more than 3,000 new
job openings daily and is accessed by over 35,000 job seek
ing students, MBAs, and alumni
each day. JOBTRAK was honored as the Entrepreneur of the
year by the State of California
in 1992, and in 1996 was a senti
finalist for the prestigious National Information and Infrastructure Award,

Unlike public acc ess career da
tabases, AASU has a unique and
password-protected database on
JOBTRAK that ca n only be accessed by the AASU students
and alumni. This security allows
employers to target their recruitment efforts to AASU students
andalumni, assuring them a qualified, extremely motivated pool of
candidates. The service is pro
vided for f ree to students and In addition to job listing seralumni while employers pay a vices, the AASU Career Center
nominal fee to post their positions, offers students and alumni a host
of services including career
The Internet has allowed us to counseling, resume writing
connect s tudents and alumni workshops, and career fairs to
with employers in w ays that we help reach their career goals,
could only im agine a few years JobTrak also has modules focusback," said Jan Jones, AASU ing on career enhancers, such as
Career Services. "Our students job search strategies, intervieware extremely comfortable with ing tips and resume writing tips,
the web, and utilizing our
JOBTRAK database has be- For a sample of job listings, visit
come their primary method of the JOBTRAK web site at
searching for employment." "ac- www.jobtrak.com and select
cording to a recent survey by the "Students & Alumni." Next,
Student Monitor, finding a job click on "Jobs" and highlight
is the number one concern AASU. Thepasswork"Tempoamong college students and re- rary Password" will allow you
cent graduates," said JOBTRAK to access the system and view
President Connie Ramberg. jobs specifically targeted by
We are thrilled to be working employers toward AASU stuwith AA SU in providing this dents and alumni. Contact the
valuable service.'
Office of Career Services, 2nd
floor, MCC, to obtain your
Partners w ith over 800 college school code to completely ac
and university career centers, cess the system. The telephone
MBA programs and alumni number is 927-5271.

i Teenag ers eat candy most often: 21 percent eat it every
day; 86 percent eat it at least once a weelc
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60th Georgia
Forestry
Pageant
The 60th annual "Miss
Georgia Forestry Scholar
ship" pageant will be held on
June 18 and 19, 1999,
Tifton, Georgia at the Tift
Theatre for the Performing
Arts. This pageant brings fo
cus on Georgia's number one
industry - forestry. It also pro
vides scholarship monies to
winners and runnerups. This
year we will be giving over
$60,000.00 in scholarships to
the winners and runnerups
This pageant is sponsored by
the Georgia Forestry Pageant
and Educational Association,
a nonprofit organization.
The age divisions are
Teeny Miss ages 1 to 3 years,
Tiny Miss ages 4 to 6 years,
Little Miss ages 7 to 9 years,
Junior Miss ages 10 to 12
years, Teen Miss ages 13 to 16
years, and Miss Forestry ages
17 to 22 years. The pageant is
open to contestants from all
over the state of Georgia and
you do not have to win a local
mgeant to enter the state com
petition. The Miss Georgia
orestry Pageant is the oldest
running pageant in the state of
Georgia.
The winners receive in
addition to the scholarships an
official Miss Georgia Forestry
crown, satin monogrammed
banner, crowning pin, roses,
and other surprise gifts. She
will serve as Georgia's Am
bassador for the Georgia For
estry Commission in promot
ing our Forestry Commodity
ror the upcoming year. Reign
ing queens to give up their
titles will be Raeanne
Strickland-Teeny Miss of
Douglas, Georgia, Kaley
Jackson- Tiny Miss of Vidalia,
Georgia, Jennah White- Little
Miss of Hawkinsville, Geor
gia, Brittany Ellis- Junior
Vliss of Adel, Georgia, Ashley
3ykes- Teen Miss of Fleming,
Georgia, Natalie BranchMiss Hospitality of Tifton,
Georgia, and Dana MartinMiss Forestry of Martinez,
Georgia. For more informa
tion on the pageant or to enter
please call Dianne Dominy at
912-386-2681.

LOOKING FOR
A JOB?!?!?!?!
Visit the Career Library lo
cated on the second floor of Me
morial
College. Center to view
• r
information about part-time,
full-time or temporary jobs, both
local and non-local!
New postings are entered
daily! Over 100,000jobs nationwide are listed annually in the
r„.„
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lbrary. Also, see the
article on this page of the
Inkwell for information about
JOBTRAK, the new on-line job
search program!

TRAVEL

News & Notes
Island Paradise

(NAPSA)—Luxurious beaches.
Historic ruins. Over 50 lush vol
canic islands. The best sailing in
the Caribbean. These are just a
few of the reasons to visit the
British Virgin Islands.
Located just 60 miles east of
Puerto Rico, the British Virgin
Islands (BVI) are a welcoming
retreat for vacationers with a
sophisticated sense of adventure.
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Sports Illustrated chose the
picturesque British Virgin Islands
as the scenic location for its 1999
swimsuit issue.

BVI's spectacular scenery also
served as the backdrop for the
1999 Sports Illustrated swimsuit
issue. This marked the second
time the magazine has aimed its
lenses at bikini-clad beauties as
they romp along BVI's bountiful
shores.
BVI offers visitors an array of
charming villas, intimate inns,
cozy hotels and elegant resorts, set
against picturesque ocean views
and phenomenal sunrises.
For more information on the
British Virgin Islands, call 1-800835-8530.

Graduating Seniors
You see light at the end of the tun
nel !! Youarc preparing for finals, boards
or other academic related tasks in prepa
ration for graduation. You've ordered
your cap and gown and have dinner res
ervations set up at your favorite restau
rant! *»"'
Havev J"u
you taken
to uthink
iaivtn time
umc IU
il l IK
about what happens after May
11th?!?!?! You may need to make a
visit to the Office of Career Services in
Student Affairs. Here are a fewreasons
whyL,

k „ Placement file: A placement file
'S a collection of documents maintained for the purpose of helping you
secure employment. It usually contains a registration form, your resume
anc* letters of recommendation. Stu
dents are encouraged to establish a
placement file one semester prior to
graduation. Once established, your
file is maintained in our active
records for sixmonths following your
graduation date. When you apply for
jobs, employers may ask for your cre
dentials or references. You may re
quest that we mail or fax these rec
ommendations to employers. We
must limit the letters to three. Em
ployers seeking specific types of
majors may request names of gradu
ates. We screen our files and send
names of graduates to them, thus you
may be contacted by an employer to
whom you have not applied. You are
under no obligation to apply for the
job if you are not interested.
Job Search Resources: OCS of
fers may publications and internet ad
dresses to assist you in your job search.
JobTrak: AASU students and
alumni may search a nationwide
internet database of thousands of em
ployers (including local/campus), post
their resume online and access a host
of other career resources including
JobTrak Career Forums. Job Search
Manual and Guides to Graduate
Schools. Postings for internships, co
operative education and volunteer op
portunities are also available for review.

You must register with theOffice of Ca
reer Setrices to obtain the school pass
word to access JobTrak.
Workshops: Programs and work
shops are offered each semester cover
ing a variety of topics such as Mock
Interview Day, Resume Writing, Inter
viewing Skills, and Business and So
cial Etiquette. New workshops for ori
entation for field placements such as in
ternships and coops will be offered in
the near future.
Resume Preparation: In addi
tion to workshops, a counselor can
provide you with guidance in the de
velopment of your resume. You may
drop your resume off for review by a
counselor
Career Fairs: AASU offers two
career fairs each year. The Coastal Uni
versities Career Fair is held each fall in
collaboration with Savannah State Uni
versity and provides over 50 employ
ers recruiting for a variety of majors.
The Education Career Day is held in
the Spring of each year and provides
education majors with recruiters Irom
schools systems over the southeast
United States.

Make an appoinimeni with Jan Jones
in the Division of Student Affairs lor
Titan, Saturn's largest moon, is the only further information about any of the
moon in the solar system known to have above services or call 927-5271
an atmosphere of any substance.

£
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Street Beat Dancers are a
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big

hit with Cultural Affairs attendees.
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Students from AASU and Windsor Forest, enjoy South African performers

Cyrus the campus comedian.

Korean Dancers prepare for performance on
the outdoor stage by the fountain.

Hey, Free Citras are down that way! Thanks, Coca Cola.

These guys were

hot, literally and figuratively. This was one of the best performances at AASU ever!
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Volunteers Needed
For the 1999 Junior World
Weightlifting Championships
June 30 - July 8
> Media Room Assistants
1 Interpreters- main languages
needed:
German
Spanish
French
Russian
Jineis Welcome
vvciuuiiic
Arabic
Others
' Access Control
• Drivers
If you are interested in volunteering for any
of these positions, please send name address
and phone number to:

Susan Waters, Director of Operations
P.O. Box 16507
Savannah, Ga. 31416
FAX: 351-3502 or call 351-3500

Armstrong's
Rowers Enjoy
Continued Success
The AASU crew team's spring
season started with a series of
victories following thei most
successful fall season to date.
The lady's novice four won
silver in both Augusta and in
the Clemson sprints while the
men's novice four took silver
at the Atlanta rowing festival
in early April. The men's openweight varsity four also won a
silver medal in Atlanta, just
ahead of Emory, Georgia Tech,
and Duke University.
Coach Jim Hall comments,
"our men and women look
strong and I have high expecta
tions for the nationals in Phila
delphia come May."
Coach Hall was awarded a
plaque from US Rowing for
coaching the Novice Four Men's
with the most wins in thefall sea
son. He continues to workhard on
Armstrong's fledgling crew team
which grows steadily each year.
AASU rowing is currently
a club sport and is available to
any student interested in partici
pating. For more information,
contact Coach Hall at 961-9097.

STOREM

ADULTS BACK TO COLLEGE
INFORMATION SESSION
Armstrong Atlantic State University presents an
Adults Back to College Information Session on
April 24 at 10:00 A.M. in Gamble Hall.
Please call 961.3163 to make a reservation for
this free session.
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Are you looking for a close, convenient place to store your things for the
summer?... COLONIAL STORAGE has just the place for your stuff. We have
a variety of sizes available... one just right for your storage needs.
9303 ABERCORN ETX.

925-0180

Colonial Storage Centers
. .

Radio Conversation re
leased by the Chief of
Naval Operations
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the French artichoke. Not related
to the Jerusalem artichoke.

PAPAW: The edible fruit from
a subtropical tree. The British
FIASCO. A lound bottomed term for father.
Italian bottle. The first attempts
Forwarded by Michael I. at exporting wine in these bottles
PEMMICAN: This is said to be
Kaplan
were not successful. Later use of a Cree Indian word which,
straw wrapping solved the
Hail: Please divert your breakage problem, but the term roughly translated, means "the
least food with the most nour
course 15 degrees to the North persists.
ishment". Also called trail mix.
to avoid a collision.
Reply: Recommend you divert FOLD [EGGS]: Eggs cannot
POACHED EGGS: These are
YOUR course 15 degrees to be folded unless they are first
illegal in most states and many
South to av oid a collision.
fried or dried flat.
countries. Do not buy or eat
Hail: This is the Captain of a
poached eggs, this just encour
US Navy ship. I say again, di FRENCH TOAST: A pan- ages the practice of poaching.
vert YOUR c ourse.
fried bread better known in Ger
Reply: No. I say again, you di many as German Toast.
POP: A colloquial name for any
vert YOUR course.
non-alcoholic effervescent bev
Hail: THIS IS THE AIR GELATIN: A disgusting ex erage, given because of the char
CRAFT CARRIER ENTER traction made from boiled calves acteristic sound produced by a
PRISE — WE ARE A LARGE feet, hartshorn shavings and cork as it is withdrawn or ex
WARSHIP OF THE US NAVY. sturgeon's bladders. After the pelled from a bottle. Though
DIVERT YOUR COURSE French revolution, it was de corks have been largely sup
clared a nourishing food. People planted by crimped bottle caps,
NOW!!
Reply: T his is a lighthouse... ate it because they had to. It now the term has persisted.
comes in fruit flavors.
Your call.
RECHAUFFE: A nice French
GIBLETS: Leftover chicken word for reheated left-overs.
Interested Epicureans? parts hidden in a thick gravy. Not
otherwise eaten by finicky RENNET: The gastric juice of
calves extracted from the fourth
people.
from http://www.dmgi.com/
stomach. Don't try this yourself,
encyclop.html
HARD COOKED EGGS: To let experts do it. Where it is used
get the green color ring between for making cheese, the result is
AGED EGGNOG: Eggnog the white and yolk, you must referred to as rennet cheese.
bought before Thanksgiving and subject eggs to long and violent
SLOE GIN: A liqueur made
forgotten until New Years' day. cooking.
with sloe berries. In France the
Sometimes called Eggnog Sour.
HOE CAKE: An old-fashioned drink is called "Eau De Vie de
ALLGAVER BERGAKASE: corn bread or cake, originally Prunelle des Vosges," but not
A Ger man round, hard cheese baked on the heated blade of a very often.
thought to be the inspiration for hoe. Do not try this in your mi
SQUIRREL: A tender tree
crowave oven.
the invention of the wheel.
climbing rodent. Often used as
MAMMEE APPLE: A barely meat substitute in Brunswick
ALLGAVER RAHMKASE:
A Ge rman round, soft cheese edible fruit. A liqueur is distilled Stew.
thought to be the inspiration for from its flowers, called "Eau de
Creole". A gum exuding from
the invention of the flat tire.
the bark is used by the natives
BARBECUE: From the French of the West Indies for destroy
term "barbe-a-queue", meaning ing chiggers.
"from snout to tail". The word
was in use in Virginia before MUM: A verystrong ale brewed
from malted wheat, oatmeal,
1700.
beans and herbs. The British
BEESWING: A sediment found term for Mother.
in old port wines and in soups
served outdoors.
BETTY: Layered fruit and
bread crumbs dessert. The popu
lar name for waitresses.

TETE DE MAURE CHEESE:
Hardly ever asked for any more,
it's too hard to pronounce. An
other name for Edam cheese.

Help Me Harlan
Group project becomes
single girl's nightmare
Dear Harlan.
I have to do a group project foi
one of my classes. Now, I can deal w ith
that part. Here is the problem: One of
the guys that I am working with is the
most an
ing person I have ever
come across in my entire life. I've been doing most of the project
myself because he is lazy. I approached my professor and expressed
how I felt about this situation, but she refuses to do anything. Her
response was, "You have to get
used to this, because this js how single life again. It is a happi
things go in the real world." ness that I can't find anymore.
Fine, I understand this, but in the It's like I lost a part of me I when
real world, a slacker would get she went home above. Thank
fired. This group member is a you.
pest. He is constantly calling me
Down and out
for no good reason. I feel like I
am being stalked. If he calls and Dear Down,
I'm not home he gets nasty with
Let your mom become the
my roommate. If he still can't sun that turns your dark island
get in touch with me, he will call into a tropical wonderland of life
my cell phone continuously. I where each passing moment is
only keep it for emergencies, yet savored and celebrated. It's hard
he seems to think everything is for anyone other than you to
an "emergency." Please tell me truly comprehend the depth of
what to do.
your relationship with your
Working with A
mom. For all of the tender
Schizophrenic Stalker
memories and indescribable
feelings you've shared together
Dear Working,
- you are lucky. While she's not
He's very lucky to have such here to hug and kiss you, she can
an accessible partner. Get him still be an endless source of love
the "A" and then get far away and support. It's natural to grieve
from him. Unless your safety is her loss, but there's also a time
at risk, preserve your sanity and to celebrate her love. If you just
don't let him irritate you. You can't get yourself happy, speak
told your supervisor and she's with a professional who can help
aware, but her approach is to let you discover why you're still
you learn more than one lesson having these feelings. Learn to
from the project. The world is let your mom's legacy of love
filled with annoying and lazy forever fill your life with happi
people. The key is to avoid ness. May all the years together,
working with them and avoid all the words spoken, and all the
giving them your cell phone moments shared together with
number to call in case of emer your mom forever echo in y our
gency. He's lucky to have you. heart and lead you forward.

Dear Harlan,
Ever since I lost my mother
ZYTHUM: An ancient bever
age made from malt and wheat. it seems like I am all alone, no
Now known as beer. A popular matter whether I'm in a relation
name for bartender in Turkey.
ship or not. Yes, I'm in one now,
but it still feels lonesome. Some
times, it is like being on an is
land by yourself. What can I do
to feel part of the world again?
No, I'm not looking for the

*Harlan is not a licensed psycholo
gist, therapist or physician, but he
is a licensed driver.
Write Help Me. Harlan! via e-mail
at harlanC-helpmeharlan.com or
through the Web at http://
www.helpmeharlan.com. Send let
ters c/o Help Me Harlan. 2506 N.
Clark. Suite #223. Chicago. IL
60614. All letters submitted be
come the property of the column.

Vyvyan, The Young Ones: This calls for a particularly subtle
blend of psychology and extreme violence.

BLANCH: To whiten by scar
ing or sudden boiling. The popu
lar name for Southern cooks.

Steven Wright: There is a fine line between fishing and just
standing on the shore like an idiot.
Boston earned the name "Beantown" because Puritan settlers

CHINESE ARTICHOKE: In considered cooking on Sunday a sin. Puritan women baked
Japan, known as the Japanese beans every Saturday and served them for Sunday dinner.
artichoke. In France, known as

Joseph Heller: I'd like to see the Government get out of war
altogether and leave the whole field to private industry.
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The Bone Shakers, Shake the Planet He's Bads, He's Cod, He's aWhite Guy?
Van Morrison's newly released album, Back on Top, is sure to
please Jazz enthusiasts and metaphysical thinkers who are tired

By BJ English
With names like Randy and
Sweet Pea, you expect the Bone
Shakers to be be a group for the
Barney generation, but this gui
tarist and song singing duo are
slick mature. Combining a touch
of rock, funk and soul, the Bone
Shakers promise to shake your
planet with the rythm of rock
and roll.
Sweet Pea Atkinson left his
job as an auto assembly worker
for Chrysler to pursue a singing
career and has even sung with
Elton John, Lyle Lovett, Bonnie
Raitt, and Niel Diamond.
Detroit native Randy Jacobs
started playing guitar at age 13
and eventually teamed up with
bassist Micahel Henderson,

of the same old rock and droll.
Morrison is Irish born, but you'd never know it from his voice,
with it's distinctive throaty rendition of the old south s Afri
can American blues style. Check it out yourself on the new
CD available from Point Blank/Virign Records.

Sweet Pea and Randy
even co-writing Henderson's top
five R & B hit, "Wide Receiver".
He's also performed with
some famous artists, including
Tina Turner, Snoop Doggy
Dogg, Coolio and Seal.
Their new CD "Shake the
Planet" is available from Point
Blank Records.
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THEY BE COOL!

MatchMaker
is the intelligent solution for selective people
"Serving Coastal Georgia Since 1983"

* 25% OFF TO STUDENTS *
"THE NATIONS
LARGEST PERSONALIZED
INTRODUCTION SERVICE"
• Confidentiality guaranteed
• Compatibility assured
• Personalized attention

- OPEN TUES- FRI
9AM TO 9PM
SAT 11 AM 7PM

e-mail: www.matchmkrsa@aol.com

352-0022
315 COMMERCIAL DR.
SUITE D-1

Located in
I Regency Executive
Plaza

AASU WIND
ENSEMBLE IN
CONCERT
Armstrong Atlantic State
University's Wind Ensemble
presents a concert on April 27
at 7:30 P.M. under the direc
tion of Mark B. Johnson. Ad
mission is free and open to the
public. For more information
call 927-5325.

GRADUATION
RECITAL AT AASU
Pianist Lorraine Cohen and per
cussionist Stuart Lusk perform
a combined graduation recital on
April 29 at 2:30 P.M. in the
AASU Fine Arts Auditorium.
Admission is free and open to
the public. For more information
call 927-5325.

Lost And Found: An Exhibit
By E. Bruce Phillips, Jr.
On April 25, 1999 at 3:00
p.m., the Beach Institute will
host a reception for the opening
of an exhibit by E. Bruce
Phillips, Jr. Phillips, a local as
semblage artist, creates art from
found objects. He takes every
day items, often from trash, and
transforms them into works of
art which are both imaginative
and unique. His works capture
the essence of everyday life as
the elements are easily recog
nized, but in reassembled form,
they are thought provoking.
Phillips is a 1998 graduate of the
Savannah College of Art and
Design and received and MFA
in painting from that institution.
His formal education also in
cludes studies in Architecture at
Hampton University in Virginia
and a B.A. in Marketing from
Morehouse College in Atlanta .
He states that collecting, and
working with, found objects has
always been an interest of his.
By bringing together materials
of all colors, shapes, sizes, and
textures, Phillips creates works
that pepole identify with despite
the original intent of the object s
manufacturer.
"Lost and Found" promises
to be one of the most unique in
stallations in Savannah this year,
and the Beach Institute is pleased
to host this special event. For ad
ditional information regarding this
exhibit and other activities spon
Eighty-five year old Hal Rieger, who wrote the first book sored by the King-Tisdell Cottage
on Raku Ceramics in 1970, shows John Jensen's ce Foundation, call tire Beach Insti
ramics sculpture class how to create an outdoor kiln. * tute at (912) 23*4-8000.

Credit C ard Company
Offers 4.9% APR
You're not supposed to be read
ing this. If y ou're a college student,
chances are, y ou already have too
many credit cards. Mostcreditcards,
as I'm sure you are all aware, offer
gifts like t-shi rts and phone cards.
Most college students have heavy
credit card debts. Some 14% have
balances of $3000 to $7000, and
10% o we amounts exceeding
$7000, according to Nellie Mae, a
nonprofit st udent-loan provider in
Braintree, Mass.
Which category to you fall un
der? There are a few simple things
to keep in mind:
*Be aware of teaser rates. The
low rates that you get in the begin
ning often jump to 18 or 20 percent
after three to nine months.
*Pay on time! Some students
move a lot, and get their mail late,
and s ome companies charge as
much as $30 for late payment fees.
*Don't use the cash advance
option. The APR on cash advances
is often much higher than the APR
on regular purchases. Some credit
cards also charge a fee of as much
as 4% of the advance.
*Always read the fine print.
Those convenient checks the credit
card sends you to use where credit
cards aren't accepted, can cost as
much as $15 apiece to write
*Don'taskforextracredit. Find
acard with a restricted limit, or get a
secured cre dit card, or debit card.
That way you can'tever spend more
than you have. Debt advisers say
only carry a card that you can pay
off monthly, and make sure you
know that a card is not a way of get
ting things you can't afford.

Computer Laser Fees
Upset some students
By M atthew Rice
V.P. of the Economics Club.

1X10^578

Prep Ttitors/ Mentors
Needed for Summer 1999 Program
July 26th to August 5th, 1999 at
Savannah State University
Prep: The Post-secondary Readiness Enrichment
rogram is a new academic support and out reach initia
tive created by the University System of Georgia in co
operation with the Department of Education and the De
partment of Technical and Adult Education. It's designed
to help student and their parents make timely, informed
decisions that will adequately prepare young people for
their higher education and career goals.
Job Description:
*Assist in the development and facilitation of
the two-week PREP Summer Enrichment Program.
* Assist classroom instructors in administering
curriculum and monitoring student behavior.
*Provide guidance and support to students
participating in the program.
*Promote all aspects of the summer program
(I.e. tutorial, community service, campus
visitations, dorm sleep-over etc. in a positive and
efficacious way.
*Perform all other duties as assigned.
Minimum Requirements:
*Applicant must be mature undergraduate/
graduate student
*G.P.A. above average; 3.0 preferred
*Excellent interpersonal skills
*Sincere desire to work with Middle/Secondary
level students
*Must be available on the following days
and hours:
Sat., July 24, 1999
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Mon., July 26 - Aug 5
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Sat., August 7
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
*Must serve as an overnight dorm counselor
either 7/29/99 or 8/5/99
*Reliable transportation
Stipend: $500.00
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Nike Announces Increase in Minimum
Wage Package for Indonesian Workers
BEAVERTON, Oregon/
PRNewswire/ — Nike (NYSE:
NKE) will increase the entrylevel cash wages for its Indone
sian footwear factory workers
from 250,000 Rupiah (Rp) to
265,000 Rp per month. In addi
tion, Nike pledged to implement
a new minimum monthly wage
package for workers totaling
332,000 Rp, including bonuses,
housing, health care, transporta
tion and meal allowances. This
package is intended to cover 100
percent of individual workers'
basic needs, including care for
family members and modest
savings, as determined by vari
ous non-governmental organiza
tions, including Global Ex
change.
The new .Nike wage stan
dards went into effect April 1,
1999. Maria Eitel, Nike's vice
president for corporate respon
sibility,
announced
the
company's plans in several fo
rums in Portland last week.
"Based on research con
ducted by a team of graduate stu
dents and faculty from
Dartmouth's Tuck School of
Business, as well as input from
a variety of corporate, non-gov
ernmental organization (NGO)
and government data, Nike re
alized that the lingering effects
of the Asian economic crisis on
people making Nike products in
Indonesia necessitated this in
crease," said Eitel.
Nike's present entry-level
cash wage of 250,000 Rp per
month (exclusive of bonuses,

overtime or allowances) — al
ready
higher
than
the
government's proposed increase
for 1999 — affects approxi
mately 25 percent of Nike's
70,000 workers in the country.
Before today's wage pack
age, this segment of workers had
received two wage increases
(April/October, 1998) totaling
45 percent. A review of factory
payroll data for the remaining 75
percent of the workforce indi
cates that a majority of Nike
workers earn approximately
400,000 Rp a month.
Moving forward, Nike will
implement quarterly reviews of
wages, inflation rates and cur
rency exchange rates to provide
the most accurate information
on future wage adjustments. The
Indonesian government's wage
increase is projected to provide
75 percent of an individual
worker's needs according to the
government's economic analy
sis and independent observers.
"Nike's continued dialogue
with people and organizations
interested in the important issues
affecting factory workers around
the world has allowed the com
pany to take important steps like
this wage package increase."
said Eitel. "We are constantly
evaluating our corporate citizen
ship and when we know we need
to make a change, we try to do
so in a way that makes sense for
our business, our customers and
the people around the world who
design, manufacture, distribute,
market and sell Nike products."

Companies team to expand access to on-line re
cruiting offerings for job-seeking college students
DALLAS (April 15, 1999) With graduation just around the
comer, hundreds of thousands of
college students are furiously
seeking that sometimes elusive

more than 1,000 employers. In
addition, Collegestudent.com's
on-campus representatives will
distribute to students more than
1.000 units per campus each
month of Resumail Resume,
jobs.com's free resume prepara
tion software.
This software provides fillin-the-blank formats to prepare
the 10 most popular resume
styles, and gives job seekers
confidence that resumes will
quickly reach employers in a
clear and professional manner
with a simple click of a mouse.
For more information, visit

I realize that we, as students,
Apply to: Armstrong Atlantic State University
are confronted with a variety of
PREP Office, Hawes Hall, Room 201
issues and I would like to be a
Mrs. Barbara Solomon Myers voice for students on campus.
912-961-3257
Many students have come to
first job.
me and voiced their complaints
The hunt just got a little
about the fee to use the laser
easier with Collegestudent.com,
printers in the computer lab. Al
a developer of localized online
though this isn't a major issue, I
campus
communities, debuting
hope to get some feedback, not
its brand-new Job Channel fea
only from students, but also
turing powerful content exclu
from the staff, and hopefully try
sively provided by jobs.com, a
to find a remedy.
I invite and encourage you
leading on-line recruiting site.
to drop off any concerns, com
Benefits for students utilizing
plaints, or questions to our of
jobs.com's enhanced job search
fice at Victor 2-15. I look for
The first color picture to win the Academy Award for technology include access to in
ward to dealing with issues that
formation and job postings from www.jobs.com.
Best Picture was Gone With the Wind in 1939.
concern you.
-V
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BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP INCLUDE;
ADVANCED HONORS REGISTRATION (NO LINES & GUARANTEED CLASSES!)
ACCESS TO CHALLENGING AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN A SPECIALLY
DEVELOPED HONORS CURRICULUM!
UNRESTRICTED USE OF THE HONORS LOUNGE & CLASSROOM, TO INCLUDE
ALL COMPUTERS (24 HOURS PER DAY, EVERY DAY!)
HONORS PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES NOT AVAILABLE OUT
SIDE THE HONORS PROGRAM! AND MUCH MORE...

Honors Program Graduates First Student
Armstrong Atlantic State Uni
versity Honors Program is honDred to announce its first gradu
ate of the program, Marion Gotz.
She graduated on December 16,
1998, as an honors chemistry
student
Gotz is a 25 year-old native
Df Germany and came to the
United States three and a half
years ago. During this time, she
las been at Armstrong earning
her chemistry degree. Gotz was
rot just a member of the Honors Program, she was also the
vice president of Armstrong's
American Chemical Society and
a member of the Joel Hildebrand
Honors Society; an honors so
ciety for chemistry students.
Gotz has obtained a wide
range of achievements. While
she was a student, she won un
dergraduate scholarships which
included the W.E. Boyd schol
arship and the General Chemis
try Award. The General Chem
istry Award is awarded to the
student who receives the high
est grades in Chemistry 128,
129, and 130; this includes de
partment finals, lab grades, and
lab finals. Gotz has been named
in the "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities
and Colleges. She also won first

prize in the fourth annual AASU
scholarship and research exhibition and is coauthor on a research paper that has been published in the Georgia Journal of
Science. Her research with Dr.
Wallace may have applications
towards the preparation of biologically active compounds
which could be useful for anticancer drugs. This research,
also, included experiments into
chemical compounds that have
been a major target in the chemotherapeutic treatment of
AIDS. Gotz presented this research to the Georgia Academy
of Science Annual Meeting
which was held at Armstrong
Atlantic State University on
April 24, 1998. She did not rest
on her academic laurels, but was
active inside and outside of the
university. She supported her
self through school by working
as a lab assistant and as a teacher
assistant in the general chemistry and inorganic labs. Volunteer work took her to Hospice,
Head Start, Bartlett Middle
School, and to the free tutoring
for AASU chemistry students,
At Bartlett Middle School, she
helped to train 10-15 students
for the National Science Olympiad. She also volunteered once

a week at a local general
practitioner's office which she
found most rewarding. When
Gotz is not working or studying,
she enjoys the symphony,
church, reading German literature, and she was a devoted
member of the Armstrong Honors intramural volleyball game,
Gotz expressed her appreciation for the advantages that
Armstrong has given her. She
feels that Armstrong has greatly
prepared her for her future,
whether it be graduate school or
medical school. She's very
thankful for Dr. Finlay getting
the Honors Program to
Armstrong and to the chemistry
department for the great preparation they have given her. She
felt that the advantages that
Armstrong had in being a small
university and the great studentfaculty interaction has benefited
her immensely. Also, the balance the chemistry department
has found between teaching and
research gave her the benefits of
both worlds. Gotz expressed the
hope that the research she had
conducted would benefit not
only chemistry research but
would also enhance Armstrong's
excellent reputation. She felt
that the best class was her re-

search class, which lasted for
one and a half years. "The most
rewarding thing about research
is when things go wrong; you
learn so much when things don't
work out," she said.
A luncheon was held to
honor the first Honors student to
graduate and also to honor this
respectable student The entire
Chemistry and Physics Departmentas well as Mrs. Palmer, the
department secretary, attended
the luncheon. At the beginning
of the luncheon, Dr. Finlay and
Dr. Wallace spoke of Gotz's
achievements, and the impact
she had on both the chemistry
department and the Honors Program. Gotz was presented with
the John G. Brewer Senior
Chemistry Award. This award
is given for superior achieve
ment in scholastics, research,
and service.
Gotz has achieved a standard that is hoped for and a goal
for all Honors students. Marion
did not just earn a degree from
Armstrong Atlantic State University. She participated in life
around her and made a difference while she was attending the
university. One can only imagine the impact she will have in
the world outside of Armstrong.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO:
• Preetha Vijayakumar
and
• Greg Zapl
They won an impressive pjrize
for website design from the
Savannah International Trade
and Convention Center.

• Cindy Achat
Cindy received a prestigious
National Science Foundation
Summer Research Fellowship
in Psychobiology at the U ni
versity of Florida.

HONORS CLASSES
OFFERED TfflS FALL:
HIST 1212H Honors Civil MWF
10-10:50am Finlay
ENGL 2100H Honors Lit.and
Humanities TR 11:30-12:45
Winterhalter
PSYCH 1101H Honors General
Psychology TR 10-11:15 Taylor
Also Honors General Chemistry
II will be offered in the spring so
if you are interested in taking it
next year remember that you must
take General Chem. I in the Fall.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I Requirements: For entering students, a score of 1100 on the S.A.T. and a Strong High School Record are needed. For continuing students, a GPA of 3.2 or higher
I and enrollment in an Honors Course are needed.
L

If you are interested in joining the Honors Program, you can fill out this form and return it to
the Honors Lounge (Gamble • Room 203)
Name:
Phone:
S.A.T.
Overall GPA:
Apt.#:
Address:
State:
Zip:
City:
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By Sema Yildirim-

stude"ts attend symposium Washington, D.C

to the industrial age, and now are
Do you know the feeling of
going
beyond all achievements.
having an overwhelming experi
This was all possible for the
ence, and you just don't know
United States through good lead
whereto start? Well, mylittle jour
ership and a new vision.
ney to our nation's capitol was so
The icing on the cake was a
full of a ction that it leaves me
media panel including Robert C.
without words. I am sure some of
McFarlane, former National Secu
you think, "G od, she must have
rity Advisor under President
never been o ut of the borders of
Reagan, Eleanor Clift, contribut
the City of Savannah," but let me
ing Editor of Newsweek, and Steve
assure you, it was quite different
Scully, Political Producer, Wash
than a regular trip.
ington Journal, C-Span. The disI truly w as privileged to be a
cussion involved the officer of the
part of the thirtieth annual student Future Congresswoman Sema Presidency and again the Clinton
symposium held by The Center Yildirim Long
scandal (I know you guys are just
for the Study of the Presidency,
tired of it as I am). McFarlane exin Washington, D.C. My class so far, so please forgive me) One pressed that the Executive is the
mate, Edward Milton, and I stayed of the most important traits, embodiment of the American
at the Hyatt Regency on Capitol Goopaster concluded, is the ca- people, andthe Presidency should be
Hill with approximately five-hun pability of independent thinking an institution of respect, which Presidred other students from all over and the understanding of the dent Clinton has harmed. Of course
David this was a hot debate, because opinthe United S tates. Our four day American people.
stay (March 11- March 14) was Eisenhower concentrated on the ions were split Eleanor Clift piefilled with interesting ventures, global interdependency of
conferences, and people.
United
On Friday, we were able to the
al
tour the White House, see Monu States,
ments, M emorials, and do some though many
other sight-seeing to get warmed believed there
up. Once we returned to the hotel, is no such
our busy pro gram began and we thing, since the
had choice s to attend panels in US is the only
cluding s ubjects on Presidential remaining Su
Elections, Presidents and Foreign perpower. Al
the
Policy, P residents and National though
Security, etc. Since I am privileged United States is
to be a part of Dr. Daughtery's the most inde
foreign p olicy class at AASU, I pendent Coun
felt it was appropriate to go for the try on earth,
eco
according panel. So, I indulged many
myself in a hot lit tle debate about nomical ad
the role of the Executive in for vantages, such
as the price of
eign policy with other students.
For the young student with oil, depend on
lots of energy and fire, the Center a fairly good
offered a Late Night Reception at relationship
other
the C oco Loco Restaurant and with
Night C lub, which was located countries.
Later on
five blocks from our hotel. I am
embarrassed to admit that the full that evening a
schedule took all the energy out brief was held Yidirim-Long and General William Coleman
of my old soul (I am already 26, for students interested in Internship opportunities, sented
the other
side of the coin,
—
compared to the other 19 and 20 teresieainunciiiMujjuijpu.iuiii"^,
year old students), and I was in the White House, Pentagon, and pointing out the fact that Clinton was
sound asleep by ten, but Edward Congress. An internship looks not the first president involved in an
on the other side was no where to good on a resume, and can enhance affair, but unfortunately faced a hosbe fo und. Must have been the your college career. For details con- tile Congress (dominated by Repubtact • SemaLong@aol.com.
licans). There was a lot of steam m
youth bug in him.
Sunday
was
truly
my
favorthat conference room, as you can
On Saturday, we had pretty
,
f
interesting speakers, including ite day, not because I was return- imagine.
Well, after four busy day s
General Andrew Goodpaster, Su ing to the "state" of Savannah, but
preme Allied Commander (Re because I met some inspiring lead- conferences and debates i w
tired), and David Eisenhower, ere like General William Coleman, to come home to Savannah m the
President Eisenhower's grandson. General Counsel to the U.S. Army, beautiful state of Georgia. It was a
General Goodpaster concen General Coleman was a civil rights great experience to know that goytrated on the Presidency of lawyer inSavannah andclimbed the ernment is"tangible and that we all
ladders tobe one ofour leaders. His are a part of it,either active y or pas
Eisenhower, and remarked that
motto: Look tot he past to prepare sively. Maybe you guys should con
each and every Executive has his
fer the Future! How can a countiy sider a major in Political Science,
own "style." (I know I have to be
be successful, if it does not learn
I would like to thank to Dr.
politically correct and write he/she
from its mistakes. He pointed out Keames, who made this! expenence
to make everyone happ^, but we
"dick not *haver a female President -how we developed from the futile •. ppfcribfa for Edward and -i*

By: Edward H. Milton Jr.

"Honey we shrunk the
Presidency" or did we?
This was the focus of this
years Thirteenth Annual Sympo
sium for the Study of the Presi
dency. As Paul C. Light ex
plains, the twentieth century has
seen a change in the executive
branch. The once large agenda

Robert McFarlane: National
Security Adviser under Presi
dent Reagan.

of programs has narrowed to be
come one of more meaningful
task. Each idea requires a suc
cessful motivation force behind
it, and the source of this moti
vation is our President. As Light
explained, our executive branch
has actually been expanded
upon to take exact roles as the
nation grows.
During the Great Depres
sion, Roosevelt centered his
branch on domestic issues,
which created programs of as
sistance to aid the ebbing nation.
In fact, his staff was the largest
that the executive has ever seen.
His successor, Harry S. Truman,
instituted a revamped agenda of
domestic policy called the Fair
Deal. This was the focus of the
nation until World War II began.
The Presidency under him
shifted from domestic to foreign
affairs. This led him to estab
lish the National Security Coun
cil to ensure a coherent policy
when dealing with foreign
states. In the Clinton Presi
dency, the National Security
Council has over two hundred
members. During the course of
this century, our Presidents have
expounded the executive branch
and defined leadership through
their work.
What .defines, a true leader?
From attending the •conference

we learned that, a leader must
have a attribute of skills. He
must no only hold an office, but
also serve a purpose while in it.
Bruce Laingen, a former Iranian
hostage, states, "a leader has to
have a clear course, and a sense
of direction when deciding
policy." He notes Truman and
his decision to invade Korea,
with a vision to push the North
Koreans back to the 38th paral
lel and contain them. His
agenda was clear and he fol
lowed through with it.
General Perry M. Smith
noted that a leader has to have
an effective "Brain Trust" or
group of comrades to expand
their knowledge on the issues by
offering insight of different per
spectives. The best presentation
of leadership that was exhibited
at the Symposium was the story
of Spaghetti leadership by Lt.
Col. Robert L. Gordon of West
Point Military Academy. While
in Italy, he observed how his
Italian comrades used their
forks, carefully winding the spa
ghetti tight around the fork be
fore lifting. The food was so
well wrapped; not one string of

David Eisenhower, grandson of
former President Eisenhower,
spoke on the Presidency and
Foreign Policy.

pasta fell or unraveled from the
fork. He noted that we had to
become spaghetti leaders. We
must be able to twirl the fork of
leadership. He asked that every
one become a spaghetti leader,
taking his or her forks into the
new millennium.
We learned that a leader
must have a good character, a
will not to be something, but do
something, and have dignity and
courage to face formidable chal
lenges while in office. These are
the lessons learned from leader
ship during this century and are
a hint ofHeadersh ip-fet the next.

,
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Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) Go
see an a rt film or buy a new C.D. The
experience will be even better if it is
shared with a friend or two. Going
solo will
not provide the outlet you need.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) It
is time to forgive a past debt or to
stop holding a grudge. You have the
opportunity to work things out and
proceed in a different direction.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) You
have a heightened awareness of your
surroundings. Each new sight and
sound is a delight and you are eager December 21) It's a good time to
to share your enthusiasm with friends mingle, network, reunite, etc. Friends
and neighbors may decide to drop by
and family.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) You and you are more than glad to enter
may feel slightly uncomfortable in tain them.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
your own skin and perhaps a bit
guilty about past actions. Take steps January 19) You feel oddly apathetic
to put things right with others and and somewhat lethargic Any move
ment takes an effort - perhaps it's
within yourself.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) Focus better to remain still for the time
on your interactions with other peo being.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
ple. You are capable of forging a
major alliance or starting a small war February 18) Congratulate yourself
on recent success. Others will support
- use your power wisely.
VIRGO (August 23 to September and encourage you; no self-efface
22) Keep a strict rein on your more ment is necessary.
PISCES (February 19 to March
hedonistic side. When consuming fat
tening food or specialty drinks, know 20) A strong sense of prosperity and
security enables you to support the
where to set your limits
LIBRA (September 23 to October less fortunate. People are encouraged
22) If you've been planning a trip, by your success.
YOU BORN THIS WEEK
A
now is a good time to solidify your
itinerary. Schedules, prices and other chameleon could not blend better into
stress-causing details will magically its surroundings than do you, which is
not to say that you are not noticed.
work themselves out.
SCORPIO (October 23 to Rather, you can become all things to
November 21) Subdue any impulses all people, yet still maintain an innate
to start a fight or a frenzy. You may sense of self and set very definite
feel temporarily confused or ineffec goals for yourself. You may be tempt
tive but these feelings are sure to ed to manipulate people and circum
stances from time to time.
pass.
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TOP TEN SINGLES
1. TLC "No Scrubs" (Laface
Album Cut/Arista) Last Week: No. 4
2. Mariah Carey "I Still Believe"
(Columbia) No. 3
3. Cher "Believe" (Warner) No. 1
4. Sixpence None The Richer
"Kill Me" (Squint/Columbia) No. 2
5. Madonna "Nothing Really
Matters" (Maverick/Warner) New
Entry
6. Busta Rhymes Feat. Janet
"What's
It
Gonna
Be?!"
(Flipmode/Elektra) New Entry
7. Joey Mclntyre "Stay The
Same" (C2) No. 6
8. Elton John & LeAnn Rimes
"Written
In
The
Stars"
(Curb/Rocket/Island) No. 8
9. Faith Evans Feat. Puff Daddy
"All Night Long" (Bad Boy/Arista)
No. 5
10. Silk "If You're (Lovin' Me)"
(Elektra/EEG) No. 10

a)

1. The Matrix starring Keanu
Reeves
2. 10 Things I Hate About You
Julia Stiles
3. Analyze This Billy Crystal
4. The Out-of-Towners Steve
Martin
5. Forces of Nature Sandra
Bullock
6. EDtv Matthew McConaughey
7. Doug's 1st Movie
8. Shakespeare in Love Gwyneth
Paltrow
9. The Mod Squad Claire Danes
10. Life is Beautiful Roberto
Benigni
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Top 10 Movies

"Two words of advice:
Dump him."

KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 School of
whales
4 Period
8 Lean-to
12 Minedover
matter
13 Pinatubo
overflow
14 Guss
15 Shakers
founder
Lee
16 "Abdullah
Bulbul
17 Tourney
format
18 Dishonest
21 Staff
22 Away
from SSW
23 City on the
Willamette
26 Pigs' digs
27 La -,
Bolivia
30 "Zounds!"
31 "Mayday!"
32-Amahl's
visitors
33 John Ritter's father
34 City near
Marseilles
35 Whom two
tramps
awaited
36 Succor
37 Back
38 Basis of
a pun
45 Incite
46 Toe woe
47 As yet
unpaid
48 Tuna con
coction
49 Green
span or

1

•

4

2

5

28

29

42

43

44

26
32

•31
35

34

33

•37

36

48

2/

•22

25

40

11

20

30

39

10

17

21
24

9

14

19

18

45

1
1

16

15

38

8

13

12

23

•

6

•

41

49

51

•

50
ss

Dershowitz
50 Seine
season
51 None of
the Dionne
quints
52 Hinge (on)
53 Invite
DOWN
1 Dangle a
carrot
2 Cartoonist
Peter
3 Options list
4 Zigzag
downhill
5 Domesti
cated
6 "Metamor
phoses"
poet
7 Theirs is
a momand-pop

operation
8 Succeed
ed where
the Grinch
failed?
9 Pueblo
people
10 Unimprov
able place
11 Chime
sound
19 Raised
20 Whatever
number
23 Collection
24 Census
datum
25 Negligent
26 Chi squad
27 Beatnik's
digs
28 Way back
when
29 Benzoyl

peroxide
target
31 Motorcycle
attachment
32 Wolfman's
spur
34 Have a bug
35 A Beverly
Hillbilly
36 Helps
hoods
37 Wild
38 Speech
less
39 Hydrox
rival
40 Unattrac
tive
41 Garden
invader
42 Impression
43 "Phooey!"
44 Sideshow
performer

